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SPECIFICATIONS FOR  

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS OF TRAIN RUNNING AND LOCO 

PERFORMANCE SIMULATION SOFTWARE 

 

1. OBJECTIVE 

                   Various type of train services like mail express train, sub-urban trains and freight services are 

running on different sectors of Indian Railways. Proper estimation of powering & braking 

requirements and length of negotiable stretches of rising gradients in run through conditions 

for various train configurations on different rising gradients and curvatures is essential for 

planning efficient and effective train operation. 

Need is felt to develop a simulation software for simulation of running for various train 

configurations in different conditions of grade, curvature and weather to work out optimal 

powering & braking requirements. 

2. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

 

2.1. Simulation software shall be able to simulate the train running for all possible configurations 

of “Locomotive hauled trains” as well as “Distributed power trains”. 

2.2.  Locomotive hauled trains means passenger carrying trains and freight trains hauled by 

locomotive(s).Loco configuration for such trains can be a single loco or multiple loco of 

different types  on head of train  with or without  single loco  or multiple loco of different 

types  in rear of train. Un-powered vehicles of train (called load herein after) can consist of 

number of similar type or a mix of different types of   wagons/coaches in empty or loaded 

condition. There are different slabs of payload for loaded vehicles. Simulation software shall 

enable user to configure trains with all possible combinations of locomotives and load. 

2.3. Distributed power trains consist of number of powered vehicles (called motor coach herein 

after) and number of un-powered vehicles (called trailer coach herein after). Motor coaches 

are distributed in complete length of train. Normally a set pattern of distribution of motor 

coaches and trailer coaches in a train is followed in Railways.EMU/MEMU trains for 

suburban services come in this category. Simulation software shall enable user to configure 

all possible distributed power trains. 

2.4.  The application should be designed preferably on MATLAB/SIMULINK platform suitable to 

be run on standard WINTEL machines. However, if the supplier wishes to use some other 

language platform, prior RDSO approval shall be obtained. 

 

i) Application should be written in simulink in modular fashion affording ease of 

maintenance. The design should be parametric. 

ii) The output of the simulation should be in form so that it can be saved, reviewed and 

analysed in MS Office environment. 
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iii) The key output parameters should be displayed on the screen while the simulation is in 

progress. These parameters have been listed elsewhere in the spec and shall include: 

starting & rolling resistance, available TE/BE, SEC, Energy Consumed etc.  

iv) Simulation software shall be of interactive design with Graphical User interface (GUI) 

for configuring all possible types of trains and supplying input parameters.Facility of 

viewing simulation output  results on screen, printing, saving on disk and  & exporting 

such output results  in MS office Excel/Word documents shall also be available.  

 

2.5. Simulation software shall have suitable user friendly interface for adding a new type of 

rolling stock (i.e. locomotives, wagons, coaches, motor coaches and trailer coaches) in the 

database of the software. Facility of editing parameters of existing rolling stock shall also be 

available. 

2.6. Simulation software shall have the graphical user interface for adding/editing formulas for 

train resistance of various types of rolling stock and option of selecting any type of train 

resistance formula shall be made available while carrying out simulations. 

2.7. Simulation software shall have the user friendly interface for adding/editing sections (i.e. 

gradient & curvature data of track) of Railways in its database. 

2.8. Adhesion plays an important role in train running performance. Coefficient of adhesion 

reduces on wet track. Simulation software shall have a graphical user interface to select 

whether condition (fair/rainy) while carrying out simulations. 

2.9. Supplier may develop the software themselves or sublet this work to reputed firm or 

technical institute having sound credentials in software development. Intellectual Property 

Rights (IPR) for the software shall be jointly owned by RDSO and firm/institute developing 

the software. However, all the processing and expenditure for getting IPR shall be on the 

part of supplier/firm developing the software.  

2.10. All Input parameters and output results in simulation software shall be in units normally 

used in Railways terminology, which are as follows; 

Speed     kmph  

Time     hour/minutes 

Distance    Km 

Acceleration/deceleration  kmph per second 

Gradient    1: N (L for level) 

Curve     degree of curvature 

Brake application/release timing seconds 

Tractive/Braking Effort   ton, KN 

Energy     KWH 

Power     HP/KW 

SEC     KWH per 1000 GTKM 

GTKM     Gross Ton Km 

 

2.11. It shall be desirable that firm/institute developing simulation software studies the train 

running & Locomotive fundamentals so that they are able to develop appropriate algorithm 

for this software. The firm/institute developing the simulation software shall keep close 

interaction with RDSO during development of algorithm and graphical user interface of 
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various modules of the software. Graphical user interface of various modules shall be frozen 

only after approval of RDSO. 

 

3. SCOPE OF SUPPLY 

Two sets of simulation Software shall be supplied to RDSO; each set shall include: 

i) Licenses of Matlab and Simulink used with necessary toolboxes/block sets as used in the 

application. In case any other programming platforms are used in the application, Licenses 

for same shall be provided. 

ii) Installable Simulation software application package along with all necessary 

recovery/backup files in DVDs.  

iii) One set of hard copy and softcopy of User manual containing step by step illustration of 

features of the simulation software and   its operating instructions. User manual shall also 

contain complete documentation on making changes in application, optimisation of models, 

addition of rolling stock etc. 

iv) One set of Handbooks of programming platform. 

v) One set of Source code and Algorithm with  complete documentation including flow charts, 

pseudo code etc. 

vi)  One set of hardware consisting of one Computer (minimum  Pentium V  or above 

with all accessories suitable for running of simulation  software), one laptop, one colour 

laser printer, one scanner. The computer and  laptop will be preloaded with MS 

windows/MS office (latest version) and programming platform needed to run the simulation 

software. 

4. CONSIGNEE  

 

Consignee for this simulation software along with hardware and all accessories shall be 

Electrical Directorate of Research, Design & Standards Organisation (RDSO), Lucknow. 

Transportation, delivery, commissioning and installations of the simulation software with 

hardware and its accessories at RDSO will be at the cost of supplier. 

 

5. OUTPUT REQUIREMENTS 

        

 Simulation software shall be able to simulate following and give output results. 

5.1. Balancing speed simulation 

 

Simulation software shall be able to estimate the balancing speed for different 

configurations of locomotive hauled trains and distributed power trains on various gradients 
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/ curvatures. User should be able to select train/loco resistance formula and weather 

conditions while carrying out such simulations. The summary output result shall give the 

balancing speed and distance and time to achieve this speed. The detailed report shall be in 

tabular format containing running data of speed, time, distance, OHE current, TM current 

and energy. Facility of generating tractive effort Vs speed, train resistance Vs speed and 

speed Vs time curve for many combinations on a single plot shall also be provided. 

Facility of supplying input parameters for various combinations in tabular format in 

one go and getting simulation output results for all such combinations in tabular format in 

one go shall also be available. 

 

5.2. Negotiable length of stretches of rising gradients 

 

Simulation software shall be able to estimate the negotiable length of stretches of various  

rising gradients at various attacking speeds for various configurations of locomotive hauled 

trains and distributed power trains. Facility of configuring trains, specifying weather 

condition, rising gradient and attacking speeds in a user friendly format shall be available on 

one screen so that results for many combinations are obtained in one go. The summary 

output shall be in following or similar user friendly format. 

 

Train 

configuratio

n 

Weather 

condition 

Rising 

gradient 

Attacking 

speed 

Negotiable 

length of 

stretch 

Exit speed 

      

      

      

 

Facility of generating detailed report containing running data of speed, time, distance, OHE 

current, TM current and energy shall also be provided for each attacking speed. 

 

5.3. Estimation of Emergency braking distance 

 

Simulation software shall be able to estimate emergency braking distance for various 

configurations of locomotive hauled trains and distributed power trains at various down 

gradients. Facility of generating detailed report containing running data of speed, time and 

distance shall also be available. 

  Facility of supplying input parameters for various combinations in a user friendly 

format in one go and getting simulation output results for all such combinations in tabular 

format in one go shall also be available. 

 

5.4. Estimation of normal braking distance 

 

Simulation software shall also be able to estimate the normal braking distance for various 

configurations of locomotive hauled trains and distributed power trains on various down 
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gradients. Normal braking means applying train brake (pneumatic or electro-pneumatic) in 

controlled fashion to bring down the speed at desired level. Such estimation shall be made 

at specified reduction of brake pipe (BP) pressure for pneumatic brakes and in case of EP 

brake estimation shall be for specified BC pressure. 

Facility of supplying input parameters for various combinations in tabular format in one go 

and getting simulation output results for all such combinations in tabular format in one go 

shall also be available 

5.5.  Simulation of section running 

 

(i) Simulation software shall be able to simulate running of various configurations of 

locomotive hauled trains and distributed power trains in a given section. Software shall 

enable user to configure/select/enter following operational parameters; 

-train configuration  

-train/loco resistance formula type 

-booked speed 

-Location of temporary and permanent speed restrictions. 

-Stoppages and duration of halt at each stoppage. It should be possible to introduce       

stoppage not only at station but also at any km location of the section. 

- Weather conditions (fair/rainy) 

(ii) The summary output results shall contain train configuration and other input parameters, 

time taken, average speed, max/min speed achieved with location thereof, energy 

consumed, energy regenerated, specific energy consumption. 

(iii)  It shall be possible to input operational parameters for simulating various configurations of 

trains in different sections in user friendly format and output results should also be 

available in user friendly format. Also it should be possible for the users to design their own 

formats. 

(iv) Facility of generating detailed report containing running data of speed, time, distance, OHE 

current, TM current and energy at every station/stoppage shall also be available.  

(v) Information such as time, distance, chainage/km, speed, acceleration/ deceleration, train 

resistance, gradient/curvature, power drawn, OHE current, TM current etc should also be 

displayed on screen. On screen graphical controls for notching up/down, pneumatic 

braking, dynamic/ regenerative braking, field weakening, traction equipment isolation etc 

should also be available. 

 

5.6. Estimation of coasting distance/zones 

 

Coasting is an important driving mode used on down gradients and for negotiating speed 

restrictions for conserving energy .In this mode locomotive/motor coach is kept in idle 

position and power is drawn only for running of auxiliary machines/control circuits and train 

maintains speed near specified speed by momentum & gravity. However, extensive use of 

coasting   reduces the average speed of train (increases the total running time). Software 

shall be able to estimate maximum coasting distance and identify the locations thereof 

(called coasting zones) in a given section for various train configurations for a given booked 
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speed. User should be able to select sacrifice in average speed (or increase in running time) 

in terms of percentage for such estimation of coasting distance/zones. Parameters to be 

monitored shall be advised by RDSO. 

 

 

6. SOFTWARE DESIGN INPUT PARAMETERS 

 

Following are the relevant design input parameters based on which algorithm of the 

software should be developed. Values of these parameters for various types of 

rolling stocks shall be supplied by RDSO during software development stage. Any 

other design parameter, if required, shall also be furnished by RDSO. 

 

i)  Train resistance formula for various types of rolling stocks. 

ii) Formula for Grade and curve resistance. 

iii) Type, max permissible speed, weight, gear ratio, no of driving axles and no of 

traction motors of various types of locomotives/motor coaches 

iv) Type, max permissible speed, no of axles and weight of various types of 

coaches/wagons/trailer coaches. 

v) Type of brakes (pneumatic, electro-pneumatic) and braking arrangement on 

wheel (brake block/disc brake) of various types of rolling stock. 

vi) Tractive effort Vs speed characteristic of various locomotives/motor coaches.  

vii) Characteristics at various notches and field weakening notches 

viii)  Traction motor characteristic of various locomotives/motor coaches(at 

different field weakening percentages for DC traction motor) 

ix) Short time current ratings of various types of traction motors of 

locomotives/motor coaches. 

x) Brake rigging parameters such as leverage ratio, rigging efficiency, BC 

pressure of various types of rolling stock.   

xi) Coefficient of friction of various types of brake blocks and its variation with 

speed. 

xii) Brake application and release time in normal/emergency brake application 

mode for types of locomotives/wagons/coaches/motor coaches/trailer 

coaches. 

xiii) Time lag between initiations of brake application in last wagon/coach of a 

train with respect to first wagon/coach. 

xiv) Time lag between initiations of brake release in last wagon/coach of a train 

with respect to first wagon/coach. 

xv) BC pressure development Vs time curve. 

xvi) Affect on adhesion in bad weather conditions. 

xvii) Gradient and curvature data of sections in tabular format. 
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xviii) Location of temporary & permanent speed restrictions in tabular format. 

 

7. SOFTWARE VALIDATION 

 

Software shall be validated by results of actual field trials of various train 

configurations in Railways. It shall be the prerogative of RDSO to decide as to how 

many and which train configuration trial results are used for validating the software. 

Final authority of certifying the validation of the software shall be of RDSO. Field 

trials shall be arranged by RDSO at its own cost. However, if the software developing 

firm/institute desire to associate in trials or make some specific instrumentation in 

such trails, same shall be permitted by RDSO at the   risk and cost of firm/institute 

developing the software. 

 

8. TRAINING 

Training of RDSO personnel (minimum 10 persons) in the operation of the software and 

utilization of package including modification/alteration in the algorithm in future shall have 

to be arranged by the supplier at RDSO. 

9. WARRANTY  

Warranty period for simulation software shall be one year after successful validation, 

commissioning and installation of the simulation software, hardware and all accessories in 

RDSO. Hardware is expected to be commercial off-the-shelf equipment and shall carry the 

guarantee as given by the OEM. It shall be the responsibility of supplier to maintain the 

software and incorporate necessary changes therein, if any, required based on experience of 

RDSO within the warranty period free of cost. Supplier shall also provide additional 

documentation, source code and algorithm etc arisen out of such changes in the software in 

warranty period to RDSO free of cost. 

------------X---X----X--------------- 






